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The Martian Empires rules were first published in printed form
five years ago this year so I felt it was about time to add to
the history and explore the sideshow that was the Anderson

expedition to Venus. This supplement adds details of the
Lizardmen forces encountered on Venus and adds some ideas
for fighting on a jungle planet.

Introduction
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By the end of 1884, the Red Planet had been somewhat paci-
fied after the successive conclusion of General Gordon’s
expedition and the establishment of a trading colony based
around Helia. The newly arrived Prussian and French forces
were still establishing their bases and content to trade with
the British colony and to combine expeditions against the
cephalod invaders.

It was in this new mood of trade and optimism that some
people’s thoughts turned to the other planets in the solar sys-
tem and wondered what treasures they might hold. The
British Crown resisted any attempts to expand on the origi-
nal Mars expedition, preferring to consolidate its possessions
and to keep an eye on the other great powers both on Mars
and back on the home planet. It did, however, issue a number
of licences for exploration on other worlds with the backing
of the government but without the promise of funds.

One of these licences was purchased by a young, Indian-
born captain who set about finding backers for an expedition
to Venus. Alfred Anderson came from a colonial family and his
father had served in the East India Company in the sub-conti-
nent. Anderson himself served as a captain in a lancer
regiment before returning to England to seek his fortune
among the other planets. He was very fortunate to have good
contacts among the army and the upper classes and soon
managed to fund the building and equipping of two Cavorite-
powered ships.

The Venus expedition took off from Salisbury Plain in just
two ships, The Martian Princess and The Lady Sylvia, carrying
three thousand men, machines and supplies. Anderson had
recruited a number of ex-East India Company troops, some
fresh from the Mars expedition, others straight from India
itself. With the advantages of the newly improved craft and

navigation lessons, learned from the initial Mars expedition,
Anderson was able to land his craft together near the equa-
tor on Venus just five weeks later.  

After the arid red plains of Mars, Venus was a pleasant sur-
prise as a verdant, lush jungle with plentiful water and wildlife.
The wildlife soon proved deadly though and Anderson lost
more than 50 men in the first three days alone from attacks
by the local animals.

It wasn’t long before the patrols sent out from the main
encampment encountered the local tribes of Lizardmen, who
were the main intelligent natives in the area. 

The Lizardmen proved difficult to pin down, often darting
out of the jungle in rapid attacks and then melting away before
the Earthmen could get to grips with them. Their tactics were
reminiscent of those that Anderson had faced on the North-
West Frontier, and he was therefore able to employ some of
the knowledge he had gained there to safeguard his main
camps.

As his forces started to come under more sustained attack,
Anderson realised that he would have to go out to meet the
enemy and so he mounted an expedition to the nearest
Lizardman village – little more than a series of huts built
around a tall stepped pyramid in a jungle clearing. There, he
attacked the village and, despite encountering a new and
deadly force in the flamegun artillery, he was able to beat the
natives and capture the settlement.

The Lizardmen accepted him as victor (as was their culture)
and Anderson was able to use the village as a base to build
upon and negotiate with the other tribes in the area.  

After a  number of setbacks, Anderson finally formed the
Venus Trading Company and established a trade route
between Venus, Earth and the new Mars colonies.

HISTORY of THE

VENUS EXPEDITION



2 Artillery. Range 40cm, moves as normal artillery. Lizardmen
artillery fires large crossbow-style bolts that can penetrate
several ranks, so it gets all artillery bonuses for firing at
multiple ranks.

3 Flamegun. Moves 40cm. Range 30cm. Can only fire every
second turn as it has to be reloaded and primed with oil.
When firing, the flamegun has an effective fire area of 1cm to
either side of the unit (total frontage of 10cm for 2 bases side
by side) and out to the full 30cm range. Roll to hit against each
unit caught in that area.

4 Flier. Pterosaur with mahout and howdah carrying troops.
Moves 40cm, can fire 30cm. Acts the same as a normal flier for
distance and height rules. 

Special Rules

Ambush

At the start of a game (if the scenario permits), the Lizardman
player can place any two of his units (except artillery or fliers)
in ambush within the opposing player’s half of the table. These
forces are marked on a map and must be placed in a terrain
feature such as jungle, ruined temple, or the like. They only
have to be revealed if they move, shoot, or if an enemy unit
comes within 10cm of them.
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Lizardmen Forces

These are the natives of the planet Venus. They represent the
local inhabitants that resisted Anderson’s expedition and took
part in the subsequent Jungle Wars. Lizardman tribes have
slightly different markings and colourings that allow a trained
observer to distinguish them (see Arnold Abbot’s Colouration
and Markings of the Tribes of the Interior, Bodley Head 1889).

Troop Types

Infantry

Each tribe is divided into societies that provide the core
troops for a unit. Lizardmen fight either with swords or guns,
not mixing the troop types among the societies.

Cavalry

Lizardmen cavalry is mounted on fearsome terror-birds that
are hatched and raised from young for combat. They are
trained to fight alongside their rider and many societies equip
their mounts with metal spurs alongside their already razor-
sharp talons. Lizardmen are trained to shoot from the saddle
rather than dismounting to fire.

Artillery

The basic artillery is a bolt thrower that fires a long metal dart
that can penetrate even the best-protected vehicle. Flamegun
artillery is powered by the sap from the Flametree, which is
compressed and fired from the muzzle in a fine spray: this
deadly, if inaccurate, gout of fire incinerates everything in its path.

Notes

1 Temple Guardian Priests. These ignore any force back tests
from shooting and add +1 to the morale tests of all Temple
Guardian units within 20cm.

LIZARDMEN 

Forces

Units

Unit Type No of Hits per Fire Combat Morale Points Min/Max Notes

stands stand Factor Factor Factor

Temple guardian priests Irregulars 6 3 5 4 8 130 –/1 1

Temple guardians, spears Irregulars 6 3 – 6 8 100 –/1

Temple guardians, guns Irregulars 6 3 6 4 8 100 –/1

Infantry, swords Irregulars 6 3 – 4 7 70 2/–

Infantry, guns Irregulars 6 3 4 3 7 80 2/–

Cavalry, spears Irregulars 6 2 – 5 7 110 1/–

Cavalry, guns Irregulars 6 2 3 3 7 110 1/–

Artillery Irregulars 2 4 6 4 7 90 –/1 2

Flamegun Irregulars 2 4 7 4 7 130 –/1 3

Flier with howdah Irregulars 1 6 7 4 7 150 –/1 4

Characters

Character Command Command Points

Factor Radius

Army leader 9 60cm 150

Commander 8 40cm 100

Roll 2D6 for each leader – inspirational on a 2–3
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British Home Forces

These are the defenders against the Martian Invasion of Earth
and represent the home-based units of infantry, cavalry and
artillery that resisted the invasion.

Troop types

Infantry

This is the backbone of the British army. Each unit represents
a battalion of 800 men. They are equipped with Martini-Henri
rifles. Many of the units that are initially available to fight the
Martian invaders are local county militia units.

Cavalry

These troops are armed with carbines and lances. Each unit
represents a regiment of 600 men.

Artillery

Each unit represents a battery of six guns manned by the
Royal Artillery.

Notes

1 Gatling artillery. Can fire twice in a turn, but jams on an 11
or 12 when it rolls to fire. Gatling artillery uses artillery ranges.

2 This army list replaces the one in the main rule book.

British 

Home Forces

Units

Unit Type No of Hits per Fire Combat Morale Points Min/Max Notes

stands stand Factor Factor Factor

Guard infantry Regulars 4 3 8 6 10 150 –/1

Infantry Regulars 4 3 7 5 09 130 2/–

Militia infantry Irregulars 4 3 5 4 7 100 –/–

Guard cavalry Regulars 4 3 5 8 10 170 –/1

Cavalry Regulars 4 2 4 7 9 150 –/–

Gatling artillery Regulars 2 4 7 5 8 150 –/1 1

Artillery Regulars 2 4 7 5 8 130 –/2

Characters

Character Command Command Points

Factor Radius

British army leader 10 60cm 170

British commander 9 40cm 120

Roll 2D6 for each leader – inspirational on a 2–4

Example Home Forces armies

1,000 points

Quantity Unit Points

1 Army leader (compulsory) 170
2 Infantry (compulsory) 260
1 Militia infantry 100
1 Guard cavalry (maximum) 170 
1 Cavalry 150
1 Gatling artillery (maximum) 150

Total 1,000 

1,500 points

Quantity Unit Points

1 Army leader (compulsory) 170
1 Commander 120
4 Infantry (compulsory) 520
2 Militia infantry 200
2 Guard cavalry 340
1 Gatling artillery 150

Total 1,500

2,000 points

Quantity Unit Points

1 Army leader (compulsory) 170
2 Commander 240
4 Infantry (4 compulsory) 520
1 Guard infantry 150
2 Guard cavalry (maximum) 340
2 Cavalry 300
1 Artillery 130
1 Gatling artillery 150

Total 2,000 

Note: Cavalry, guard infantry and gatling artillery all cost
150 points and are potentially interchangeable in these lists.
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British Expedition Force

This list covers the initial British Expedition to Mars after the
discovery and isolation of Cavorite. Most troops are equipped
with breathing masks and armed with the standard Martini-
Henri rifle. The list also provides for the Imperial Martian
troops that are pressed into British service.

It also covers the slightly later period machines that were
built as the British Empire formed its presence on Mars, such
as the Cavor-Smythe walker.

Troop types

Infantry

This is the backbone of the British army. Each unit represents
a battalion of 800 men. They are equipped with the Barton
breathing mask as an aid against black smoke and armed with
the Martini-Henri rifle.

Cavalry

Now mounted on the domesticated octasaurs supplied by
their allies of Helia, these troops are armed with carbines and
lances. Each unit represents a regiment of 600 men.

Artillery

Each unit represents a battery of six guns manned by the
Royal Artillery.

Askaris

These are the native, allied troops supplied for British service
by Helia. They still fight in their traditional split of sword and
rifle armed units. They have been supplied with Martini-Henri
rifles by the British and are led by British officers and NCOs.

Notes

1 Rocket troopers. Move 2d6 + 20cm. They must move a min-
imum of the die roll total. When they jump into contact with
an enemy unit, the enemy suffers a –1 for firing at charging
rocket troopers and a –1 in the subsequent combat.

2 Gatling artillery. Can fire twice each turn, but jams on an 11
or 12 when it rolls to fire. Gatling artillery uses artillery ranges.

3 Walker. Large steam-powered walking machine designed by
Cavor and Smythe. This holds a crew of four. Move 30cm,
weapon range 60cm, large target.

4 Scout steam tank. Holds a crew of two. Move 40cm, weapon
range 30cm, large target.

5 Heavy steam tank. Holds a crew of three. Move 30cm,
weapon range 40cm, large target.

6 This army list replaces the one in the main rule book.

British 

Expedition Force

Units

Unit Type No of Hits per Fire Combat Morale Points Min/Max Notes

stands stand Factor Factor Factor

Guard infantry Regulars 4 3 8 6 10 150 –/1

Infantry Regulars 4 3 7 5 9 130 2/–

Rocket troopers Regulars 4 3 5 6 9 150 –/1 1

Guard cavalry Regulars 4 3 5 8 10 170 –/1

Lancers Regulars 4 2 4 7 9 150 –/–

Gatling artillery Regulars 2 4 6 4 8 150 –/1 2

Artillery Regulars 2 4 6 4 8 130 –/2

Martian askaris, guns Regulars 4 3 5 5 7 90 –/–

Martian askaris, swords Regulars 4 3 – 6 7 90 –/–

Martian native cavalry Regulars 4 2 3 5 7 120 –/–

Cavor-Smythe walker Regulars 1 6 8 7 8 160 –/1 3

Light steam tank Regulars 1 6 6 5 8 130 –/2 4

Heavy steam tank Regulars 1 8 8 8 8 160 –/1 5

Characters

Character Command Command Points

Factor Radius

British army leader 10 60cm 170

British commander 9 40cm 120

Roll 2D6 for each leader – inspirational on a 2–4
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Scenario 1

JUNGLE PATROL

This scenario represents an attack on a British patrol as they
attempt to return to their camp.

British briefing

You are on patrol through the dense, humid jungle when you
encounter enemy in ambush around you. You cannot be sure
of the size of the enemy force and after an initial sighting
decide to return to the main camp to warn them.

You have the following forces:

Quantity Unit Points per unit 

1 British army leader 170
2 Infantry 130
1 Lancers 150
1 Artillery 130
1 Light steam tank 130

Lizardmen Briefing

You are scouting near your village, probing the defences of the
enemy that fell from the sky.  Once you encounter their patrol

you must destroy it before the troops can return to the sky-
people’s camp.

Your forces are:

Quantity Unit Points per unit 

1 Lizardman commander 100
2 Lizardmen infantry with swords 70
1 Lizardmen infantry with guns 80
2 Lizardmen cavalry with guns 110

Set-up notes (Map 1)

The table is laid out with dense jungle terrain with a number
of paths through it.  The British set up on one short edge of
the table and must fight their way to exit from the far end of
the table.

The Lizardmen set up at least 60cm from the British table
edge, but they may place two units in ambush. 

The British player moves first.

Victory conditions

The British win if they manage to get at least three units
(more than 50% of their force) off the table.

The Lizardmen win if they manage to prevent the British
exiting the table with at least three units. 

Scenarios
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Key to scenario maps

Venusian Jungle

Jungle Paths

Lizardmen Village Border

Lizardmen Temple

Map 1
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Scenario 2

ATTACK ON THE TEMPLE

British briefing

Unable to withstand the constant slow loss of men and equip-
ment from the nightly attacks on your main camp, you have
decided to take the fight to the enemy and attack and take a
Lizardman village in force.  You have left a small holding force
with the two Cavorite ships and then force-marched your
troops within striking distance of the nearest Lizardman set-
tlement.

Your forces are:

Quantity Unit Points per unit

1 British army leader 170
2 Commanders 120
2 Lancers 150
4 Infantry 130
1 Rocket troopers 150
2 Artillery 130
1 Cavor-Smythe walker 160

Lizardmen briefing

Your village is under attack and the sky-people have arrived in
force.  You have been able to pull back most of your forces to
defend the temple and your homes.

Your forces are: 

Quantity Unit Points per unit

1 Lizardmen army leader 150
2 Lizardmen commander 100
1 Temple priests 130
2 Temple guardians with spears 100
2 Temple guardians with guns 100
3 Infantry with swords 70
2 Infantry with guns 80
2 Artillery 90
1 Flamegun 130
1 Flier 150

Set-up notes (Map 2)

The table is set up with the Lizardman village on one short
edge, with the temple in the middle. The village occupies an
area measuring about 60cm by 60cm.

The Lizardmen forces start inside the village and within
touching distance of the temple. Two units can be placed in
ambush.

The British forces start on the opposite edge. The British
move first.

Victory conditions

The British win by occupying the village with at least two units
that are not in combat for at least two consecutive turns.  The
Lizardmen win if they are able to prevent this. 

The game lasts 12 turns.

Map 2
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BASIC CONCEPTS 

How many points per side are required for Martian Empires? 

The game is intended to be played with forces between 1,200
and 2,000 points so that the command and control system
works to best effect. It can be played successfully with fewer
units and smaller forces, but players will be able to order their
units around more easily, especially in brigades: 500 points is
really the smallest you would want for a game that still gives a
feel of the whole game. So, three to four units a side and a
commander will get you started. 

What is the best commander to unit ratio?

The game is designed so that you should have more than four
units to an officer, which stops players brigading everything
into one command and ordering the whole lot around. 

In the pictures on page 13 and 15, regular cavalry appears to

be in open order. Open order is only available to irregulars, so

is this a legal formation?

Interesting. No it isn’t – I guess we did this to fit the unit into
the photo. :-)

Giant Tribal Martians are irregulars and are also only permitted

open order formation. Can other irregular units form line and

column? 

Yes, irregular troops other than Giant Tribal Martians can form
a line or a march column but it is not their usual formation.
Imperial Martian troops are much better in a two-deep line. 

Does the hexosaur and chariot artillery need to limber to move

and unlimber to fire?

Yes. 

A Martian heat ray unit contains two bases. Is that two heat ray

models or one? 

It is up to you how you base your heat rays: I base them two
to a base, three Cephalod infantry to a base, and just one
Smoke Projector to a base. 

Must bases touch to form brigades? 

Yes. But if you want to be more flexible, you could instead say
that units must be within 1cm of another unit in the brigade
to be ordered as a brigade. This has an advantage in that it
allows individual units to be easily distinguished – handy with
hordes of Martians in a line!

Can a battlefield quarter be held by fliers to fulfil victory

conditions?

It would be very cheesy to use a flyer to hold ground – it had
never occurred to me that you would, as fliers clearly can’t
occupy an area. Battlefield quarters must be held by land units.

ORDERS AND MOVEMENT 

If the army commander fails to stop an impetuous charge by a

Giant Tribal Martian unit, is that the end of orders for the

Martian side? 

No, this is an attempt to stop a unit doing something.
Impetuous moves happen before normal orders, so it doesn’t
end the player’s normal orders for that turn (Martian Empires,
page 11). 

Are rocket troopers affected by intervening terrain or do they

move from their start position and in one leap move up to their

20cm +2d6 die roll? 

They leap over terrain. You might want to measure distance to
the top of terrain features such as cliffs, but otherwise they
jump over hedges, rivers, and so on.

Can rocket troopers jump over friends in an ordered move to

engage enemy in combat? 

Yes, but if they land on their own troops they will disorder
themselves as well as any friendly units they land on.

When ordering rocket troopers to advance on an enemy do you

count their maximum move of 32cm (20cm+12cm) as the

range from enemy before they suffer the command penalty to

their die roll?

No, 20cm as for normal infantry. After all, they could end up
moving only 22cm. 

When issuing brigade orders do you apply factors to each unit

in the brigade, allowing some units to move whereas others

would fail?

No.  A brigade order is an order to all the units in a brigade
to do something, thus the brigade is ordered at the lowest fac-
tor of all its units (if one is close to the enemy, all are
considered to be close to the enemy), in the same way that a
brigade moves at the speed of the slowest unit. The order to
the brigade succeeds or fails: either all the units can act or
none of them can.

When artillery is forced back does it retire with the guns or

without? 

They are forced back with the guns. It simplifies the game and
means you don’t have to have separate crew figures, rules for
recrewing guns, using enemy guns, and so on.

FAQs AND

ERRATA
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Unlimbered (deployed) artillery cannot be ordered to retire

(page 15). Can deployed artillery be forced back or rout or is it

destroyed? 

Artillery is forced back by firepower or in combat like any
other unit. How they manage that move is not detailed as such
in the rules, but it doesn’t take a large force back to make
unlimbered artillery run. 

The prohibition on unlimbered artillery receiving a retire
order is purely to stop players manhandling their guns away
from an approaching enemy. Further to the explanation in the
rules, I view the idea that artillery crew would manhandle
their pieces way from the enemy, rather than limbering up and
scarpering, as somewhat gamey, as I can’t see such crews out-
distancing anyone. 

What happens to a force when all characters are killed or have

fled the table, as they would in effect have no one to issue

orders.... 

Blimey – I’ve never had that happen! At that point you have
probably lost as you have no characters left.  All units can do
is hold their ground and wait for the tide of the enemy to
wash them away…

Buildings, woods, and strongpoints are described as “dense

terrain”. What does that mean? If it’s in the rules, I did not see

it. 

Dense Terrain affects orders and is explained on page 12
under the Explanation of Orders. The terrain rules (page 26)
also describe particular terrain types as dense.

FIRE COMBAT

In the second picture on page 16, can the British line fire at full

effect at the cavalry, even though two British stands would be

firing through the Martian foot? 

Subject to line of sight/obscured units rules. Two stands of the
British unit can clearly fire; the other two do not have line of
sight. 

When rocket troopers are pushed back are they considered

infantry for force back and rout? Put another way, how far do

you have to push back rocketeers to rout them? 

Yes, they are considered as infantry so a push back of 20cm
will rout them – I don’t think they are likely to jump back-
wards when pushed back. 

Do Martian tripods shoot over any terrain? Do units block their

line of fire? 

Yes, tripods can shoot over units because they are so tall. They
cannot fire if a unit is within 5cm of an enemy unit (similar to
the dead ground rule for hills). I wouldn’t say they can fire over
major terrain features – they can’t fire over hills or buildings,
as they aren’t that tall. 

Units that meet terrain are eliminated if they are unable to

complete their force back move, but what if they meet enemy

troops? Are they removed, counting as having surrendered? 

They are also eliminated if forced back into an enemy unit
(which I guess won’t happen that often!). 

If a war machine is disabled (movement-wise) through combat

results, does it still get pushed back? 

If a war machine is immobilised then it cannot be pushed back. 

If a vehicle is forced by damage to move into impassable

terrain, what happens to it? 

A unit forced back into impassable terrain by close combat is
destroyed as with a routing unit. I would say that a unit that is
shot at, however, should have some leeway to move back
around some impassable terrain. 

I have two units that can fire at the same target. The first unit

fires and the target is “forced back” out of range of the second

unit that could fire. Is fire simultaneous such that both units can

fire or sequential and only one? 

Yes it is simultaneous – you nominate all targets before you
fire so you would state that both the units are firing at the
same target and work out the two lots of firing and then apply
the accumulated force backs. 

Can artillery fire at fliers? 

Yes, provided that the flier is not at maximum height (see page
17 sidebar, fliers and ranges). 

Do war machines fire only to their front unless explicitly stated

otherwise? It’s those MGs on the side of the heavy tank... 

Yes, machines only fire to the front – the rifles on the sides of
the heavy tank are just for show :-) 

Can you fire into melee? If (say) a 6-stand unit of tribal Martians

is beating up a 2-stand British artillery unit, can other British

units pour fire into the Martians’ exposed 4 stands – in a very

unkind and unsporting manner?

No. Page 16 states that you can fire at a unit provided it is not
blocked by another unit. Units partly blocked by terrain can
fire/be fired upon. 

Does artillery count the +1 for every two stands firing or is this

restricted to infantry? 

+1 for 2 stands firing applies to all units – infantry, cavalry and
artillery 

How do you adjudicate line of sight? Is it the same as arc of

fire? 

Yes.

Soft and hard cover is not defined in the terrain rules (page

26). What terrain counts as soft cover and what terrain counts

as hard cover?

Ah, we wondered when someone was going to spot that. The
definitions were accidentally edited out when converting the
game from Huzzah! Although it should be obvious what is
what, there is a complete terrain effects table in this supple-
ment that fills in the details (page 11).

For force back tests, when the rear rank has fewer stands than

the front rank will the “+1 if unit is in more than one rank and

undisordered” apply? 

I have always played that you do get a rear rank bonus if you
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are in two ranks, even if the rear rank only has one stand in it.
It simplifies matters without having to add extra provisos
about the number of stands in the rear rank, and so on. 

CLOSE COMBAT 

On page 21 Contact, a unit can make contact with one of its

front corners. If this happens do both units fight as if all of the

unit’s frontage is in contact? 

The advancing unit has to square up to the unit if possible
(advance, page 13; contact, page 21; and examples, page 22).
Units that end up contacting only by a corner (see squaring up
examples) still fight using the whole unit; the number of stands
that actually make contact is immaterial, because unit-based
(not stand-based) combat factors are used. In Martian Empires
the whole unit counts all the time for close combat.

Should routers suffer any negatives in combat? We had one

situation where a completely fresh infantry unit continued to

fight against a very weak infantry unit. 

If they have routed then they will be disordered. Routing units
in combat, page 21, says that routers cannot inflict casualties
on an enemy but they can still win the combat. If routers are
hit in the flank or the rear, the attacker gets a bonus; the
routers don’t get an extra penalty.

If both units in combat cause no hits do routers lose, as by the

way I read it, they did not win – or does the combat continue

next turn? Routers can seemingly be quite tough which sounds

a bit odd. 

The combat is a tie and would continue. Don’t forget the
routers are disordered and I would expect you to have hit
them in the rear, so the attacker will be at +3. If the router is
a full strength unit then I would still expect it to be reasonable
at fighting if attacked. 

Do routing units apply any combat factors – if so which ones? 

They have the modifier of –1 for disordered and then the
usual factors if attacked in the front for stands in the front
rank. 

If a unit is victorious in combat and destroys all of its opponents

does it have the same winner’s options of pursuit, retire and

hold? 

It can retire or hold but there is no unit to pursue. 

Fliers have a combat factor. Combat with what? 

Fliers can be forced to land as a result of a vehicle failure or
damage, and therefore they need a combat factor in the event
that they are attacked. They can also combat other fliers at the
same altitude. In an Imperial Martian vs Imperial Martian game,
both sides will have fliers. 

Fliers are either at low, medium or high altitude. Can a ground

unit make contact with a flier? 

Only if the flier has landed because of a failure or damage. At
low altitude it would still be “just” out of reach. 

Are units that leave the table because they are forced back

considered destroyed? 

Yes, any unit that leaves the table by routing or through force
backs is destroyed. 

If artillery survives a melee and routs, does it abandon the guns

or rout with them? 

We always rout them. I know that the crew would abandon
the guns, but it makes it simpler if all units rout and can then
be rallied. 

If a square of four British stands has no rear or flanks, does it

count as having four stands in the front firing rank and get +2,

albeit at 15cm range? 

A square only has one base in the front rank (in each of four
directions) , so would get no pluses for stands. 

Terrain Effects Table II: Cover

Terrain Cover Nature Notes

Open Ground None Open ground

Gentle Slopes None Open ground Dead ground rules apply (page 26-27)

Steep Slopes None Open ground Dead ground rules apply (page 26-27)

Broken Ground Soft cover Dense terrain Impassable to infantry that is not irregulars

Woods/Orchards/Jungle Soft cover Dense terrain

Rivers/Stream None Linear obstacle Flat or sunken obstacle

Low Hedges Soft cover Low linear obstacle

Low Walls Hard cover Low linear obstacle

High Hedges Soft cover High linear obstacle May block line of sight

High Walls, Redoubts Hard cover High linear obstacle May block line of sight

Shallow Ditches None Sunken linear obstacle

Deep Ditches None Sunken linear obstacle

Trenches Hard cover Sunken linear obstacle Trenches count as hard cover except against flank fire

Difficult Terrain None Dense terrain Obstacles to movement that do not provide cover

Fords None Linear obstacle

Bridges None Narrow obstacle Wood or native structures

Bridges, Stone Hard cover Narrow obstacle Cover only applies across the sides of a bridge

Buildings Soft Dense terrain Wood or native huts. Cover bonus applies whether or not occupant is deployed

Buildings, Stone Hard cover Dense terrain Stone or brick buildings. Cover bonus applies whether or not occupant is deployed

Strong Point Hard cover Dense terrain Only infantry can occupy a strong point and must be deployed into it
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Do squares derive any benefit against irregular foot the way

they do against cavalry? What happens to a square in combat

if it has to fall back? Can it ignore the first 10-15-20cm of

fallback, like in cover, but if it exceeds the amount the square

routs? 

No, a square doesn’t get an advantage against irregular foot –
foot is much more likely to break a square than cavalry. 

Yes, letting it ignore the first lot of fall back as per cover is
a good idea. 

Can cavalry charge infantry that is deployed in buildings? 

Cavalry cannot charge infantry that is deployed inside build-
ings. Cavalry cannot occupy buildings, so you need to use
other infantry to fight them. 

RALLY AND REPAIR 

What can disordered units do? Can they move, shoot, fight and

so on? I know we can undisorder/order them by remaining still,

but is this mandatory for the next turn? Can they advance into

combat if disordered? Retire? 

For clarity, disordered units can still be ordered forward, fire,
enter combat, and so on. They receive a –1 in firing and com-
bat for being disordered and if forced back from combat they
will automatically rout. 

OTHER RULES 

What happens when a building with a deployed infantry unit is

charged by an enemy unit? Does the enemy have to win a

melee to break in? Does the deployed unit automatically lose

its deployment status? Or maybe it has to be routed or lose by

enough to be pushed back to lose its status? 

When fighting a unit in a building, the unit leaves the building
if it is pushed back or routed, at which point it is no longer
deployed in the building. The victorious unit can deploy into
the building on its next turn. 

How do formations work for units that are in a building terrain

piece but not “deployed”? Can they be in any formation or must

they form some kind of column or loose formation that restricts

them to the streets? 

The section on formations in built-up areas is under buildings
on page 28. Units in march column can move full speed
through the streets. Infantry in other formations move at half
speed. Cavalry and artillery can only enter built up areas in
march column and cannot change formation while within built
up areas. 

Do Cephalod smoke projectors have a range? When they fire

is the smoke emitted from their position and then drifts 25cm,

or do you target a unit and drop smoke on their position on a

successful roll of 7 or less? 

They are artillery pieces (as noted on page 30) and so have a
range of 80cm. You target the unit and drop smoke onto it. 

ARMY LISTS 

British guard cavalry has only 2 hits per stand, but the French

and Prussians have 3 hits per stand for the same points. Is this

right? 

This is a mistake. British guard cavalry should have 3 hits per
stand. Amended army lists for the British are included in this
supplement.

Gatlings in the Home Forces list have a Fire Factor of 7 instead

than 6 for the British Expedition Force. Also the Combat Factor

is 5 in Home Forces, but only 4 in the Expedition Force. The

points cost is the same. Also Home Forces’ artillery has a Fire

Factor of 7 and Combat Factor of 5, but in the Expedition Force

the Fire Factor is 6 and the Combat Factor 4, again for the

same points cost. Why is there a difference?

This is deliberate. Artillery and gatlings are less effective on
Mars than they are on Earth. 

The French heavy flier costs 160 points, is regulars, and with

same movement and weapons range, 8 hits per stand and a

Fire Factor, Combat Factor and Morale Factor each of 8 is

cheaper than an Imperial Martian two-man flier (which has 7

hits per stand, and a Fire Factor, Combat Factor and Morale

Factor each of 7) that costs 170 points.  Why is it cheaper?

French flier technology is superior so their designs have more
firepower for the same points values.  Vive la France!

What is the range for gatling guns? We thought that it should

be nearer that of infantry rather than artillery. 

I have always classified it as artillery, so it has the same range
as an artillery piece. The amended army lists in this
supplement have a note to this effect.

Mike Lewis


